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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 205 pages. RAISED IN A RETAIL SUPERCENTER and
tasked with playing war games on the Siege Arena video console, corporate sponsored Buy-All
associate G. E. Westinghouse may just be the most well-trained recruit to come out of the Buy-All
Virtual Training Corps - but his methodological precision in battle is often criticized as cowardly, if
not somewhat apathetic. He lives in a quiet, uppershelf compartment on Aisle 17 with his young
sister Nestle, an aspiring painter beholden by her imaginative renderings of outer space. Here, order
is maintained by instilling a sense of fear in the resident associates that their capitalistic livelihood
depends on victory in a war waged against the ideology of Schwagism on the distant planet
Pepsicon. Upon discovering a strange blueprint and suspecting there may be more to his universe
than meets the eye, G. E. ventures to the abandoned aisles of the Supercenter, where a band of
insurgents refuse employment and call themselves the United Associates Cooperative. Led by one of
the Supercenters only adults, the UAC seeks to undermine the authority of Management and plans
to sabotage the minds of Supercenter Associates. As the Supercenter begins to descend into chaos,...
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This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher  K oz ey-- Chr istopher  K oz ey

This ebook is really gripping and interesting. It is among the most remarkable pdf we have study. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Cleve B og a n-- Cleve B og a n
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